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USG honors students who fixed Spirit Rock

TEDxUConn

prepares
for virtual
conference
by Rachel Philipson
STAFF WRITER
rachel.philipson@uconn.edu

USG honored the students who fixed the defaced Spirit
Rock. The two students were Omar Gebril and Colt Nichols,
who changed it back to “Black Lives Matter.”
PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Jake Kelly

to electing to take a course
pass/fail, having up to three
courses taken as pass/fail
(counting toward major, minor and general education requirements in all schools and
colleges) and suspending the
26-credit and scholastic probation restrictions.
“We do acknowledge that
the minimum requirements
of professors who teach online classes doesn’t exist, so
students can have a very inconsistent education due to
the academic freedom of professors,” senator Likhitadevi
Athina said, when discussing
the impact of the pandemic on
students’ educational experience.
The senate also voted on a
new proposal for the spring
2021 semester, which includes
campus move-in on Jan. 15
(with a two-week quarantine),

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
jake.kelly@uconn.edu

On Wednesday, the Undergraduate Student Government
at the University of Connecticut held their bi-weekly senate meeting, discussing pass/
fail legislation for the 2020-21
academic year, a new proposal
for the spring 2021 academic
calendar and honoring the
two students who fixed the defaced Spirit Rock.
With a vote of 14-4, the senate passed legislation proposing that the school adopt a bylaw amendment to the current
pass/fail policy. The main part
of the proposal includes moving the pass/fail deadline from
Nov. 20 to Dec. 28.
Other parts of the proposal
included having students consult with their advisors prior

having classes start Jan. 19
(with all classes online during
quarantine period) and spring
break lasting from April 11 to
17.
This proposal was passed
unanimously and will be
brought before the University
Senate — the legislative body
that establishes UConn’s rules
and regulations.
A motion of extreme confidence was presented to Omar
Gebril, a seventh-semester
psychology and Islamic civilizations major, and Colt
Nichols, a seventh-semester
electrical and biomedical engineering major, for their role in
fixing the defaced Spirit Rock
when it was changed from
saying “Black Lives Matter” to
“All Lives Matter” last week.
This motion was passed by
unanimous consent, and both
students accepted.

“We don’t think of it as something that was that noteworthy,”
Nichols said. “It was something
we were glad to fix for the community.”
USG ended the meeting with
a discussion on the Spirit Rock
incident, ranging from ways to
hold UConn students accountable, free speech and defining
the Spirit Rock’s purpose on
campus going forward, a conversation which was joined by Dean
of Students Elly Daugherty and
Chief Diversity Officer Frank
Tuitt.
“It is a responsibility and a
choice when you choose to express yourself. And when you
cause harm, you’re responsible
for the harm that is caused,”
Daugherty said of the defacing of
the rock. “I will equally protect
your right to free speech, but I
won’t disavow the responsibility
for the harm that you cause.”

UConn to rename Avery Point campus
building after former governor

The Marine Sciences Building at the
Avery Point Campus is being renamed.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PETER MORENUS

by Alison Cross

Building, I think, means a lot. It
means a lot to obviously Lowell
and what he’s done for the state,”
Gov. Lamont said. “Lowell … was
a champion for marine science
biology, a champion for Avery
Point.”
Lamont spoke of Connecticut as a leading state in marine
studies and said it is essential
for UConn to continue this effort
through education and recognition of those who contributed to
the university.
“We’re a maritime state, and
I like to reinforce that every
chance I can. It’s not just subs
and Coast Guards and ports
— it’s also what we can be as a
leader in marine science … We
need to make sure that we keep
our academic mission and make
sure that UConn is at the very
forefront, and I think that when
it comes to marine science, we
are, we’ll continue to be,” Gov.
Lamont said.
Gov. Weiker began his political career as a representative for
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The University of Connecticut
Board of Trustees voted unanimously Wednesday to rename
Avery Point’s Marine Sciences
Building after former Connecticut Governor Lowell P. Weicker
Jr.
During his tenure as governor,
Weicker aided UConn in obtaining a $50 million grant for the
Marine Sciences Building and
becoming a national Sea Grant
institution and a National Undersea Research Center, according to a UConn press release.
Members of the Board of Trustees also described Weicker as an
avid swimmer and scuba diver.
Gov. Ned Lamont, who spoke
at the meeting on behalf of the
name change, strongly endorsed
the Trustees’ decision.
“The idea that the Marine Sciences Building could be the Lowell P. Weicker Marine Sciences
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the Connecticut general assembly in 1963. From 1964 to 1968,
he served as the First Selectman
of Greenwich. From 1969 to 1971,
Gov. Weiker served in the U.S.
House of Representatives and
was a U.S. Senator from 1971 to
1989. While serving as
Governor from 1991 to
1995, Gov. Weicker most
notably implemented a
state income tax. Despite
pushback, the tax eliminated Connecticut’s budget deficit, sending it into
a surplus, and Gov. Weiker earned the 1992 John F.
Kennedy Profile in Courage Award.
“He’s one cantankerous
son of a gun, but he’s also
made some tough choices
along the way, and personally speaking, I think
our state is better off for
that,” Gov. Lamont said.
Gov. Weiker’s home of Essex,
Connecticut, is located near the
Avery Point campus. Trustee
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Dr. Andrea Dennis-LaVigne referred to the spot as “the ideal
location” to honor the governor,
noting the beauty of Avery Point
and the Marine Sciences building.
The building will be the second fixture of the Avery Point
campus to bear Gov. Weicker’s
namesake. In 2006, the university named a research vessel after
the former governor.
UConn President Thomas Katsouleas, who was also present at
the meeting, said a socially-distant naming ceremony will occur
in the coming weeks.
“[The renaming is] well deserved based on his [Weicker’s]
lifetime of service to the people of
Connecticut and to the nation,”
Katsouleas said.

The building is being renamed
after former Connecticut
Governor Lowell P. Weicker
Jr. PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA
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Flu shots are doubly important
during the pandemic

A snapshot of Connecticut
history

How did former Huskies do in
the 2020 season?

TEDxUConn is having its
2020 conference “Patchwork”
as a virtual livestream, Vincent Huang, TEDxUConn
president and seventh-semester civil engineering major,
said.
“Patchwork” will be a fourhour long YouTube livestream
airing Oct. 18 at 9 a.m., Huang
said. “Patchwork” was originally going to be an in-person
conference during the spring
2020 semester but had to be
postponed due to COVID-19.
“We decided to push it back
to the fall in the hopes that we
will be able to hold the event
in-person,” Huang said. “We
ultimately decided to go completely virtual when there was
a risk that our event would
not be funded by USG if pandemic conditions worsen. We
made this decision well in advance to warn our speakers of
the new format and give them
time to prepare.”
The theme “Patchwork” is
the same from spring 2020,
Huang said.
“Patchwork explores how
individual pieces [or] people
can contribute to the whole,
and that their interconnectedness makes up the whole,” he
said. “Without these pieces,
the whole ceases to exist.”
When switching from inperson to virtual, Huang
said the biggest changes were
adjusting funds, solidifying
speakers and determining
how they would present their
talk. When TEDxUConn decided to go virtual, they needed to reach out to all of their
speakers to see if they still
wanted to participate.
Huang said almost all of the
original speakers that were
selected in the spring agreed
to come back in the fall. Since
all of their initial topics were
for the “Patchwork” theme,
TEDxUConn decided to keep
this topic.
Since the conference is now
a livestream, it will be one continuous video that will be edited by TEDxUConn vice president Avery Bikerman, Huang
said. All of the speakers will
submit pre-recorded videos
of their talks, and Bikerman
will add logos, slides and any
additional features to get the
livestream ready.
“It will start with a brief introduction to the event by me,
followed by all the speaker
videos and then ending with
a conclusion to the event,”
Huang said. “Before each
speaker video is played, a brief
introduction to the speaker
will be given by a member on
our team. There won’t be any
breaks in the sequence.”
There will be 12 speakers total, Huang said. 11 of the speakers are University of Connecticut faculty or students.

See TED, p. 2

Tweet of the Day
Sheryl @smheryl
Idk why it took me this long
to unsubscribe from uconn
bookstore emails... but I am
freed from my chains
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News
Dining Services discusses accommodations
for students with dietary restrictions
(Left) The dining hall at Towers
offers Halal options.
PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/
THE DAILY CAMPUS

TEDxUConn
Preview

(Below) At various dining halls,
there are options that can satisfy many different diets. One
these options includes gluten
free items.
PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/
THE DAILY CAMPUS

“I want them to think of
us as though our kitchen
is also their kitchen. Only
difference is it is staffed
with a team of talented
managers and chefs that
will do everything within
our powers to make sure
they are fed dishes that
meet their needs,”

PHOTO COURTESY OF @TEDXUCONN

TED, cont. from p. 1

ROB LANDOLPHI

by Thomas Alvarez
STAFF WRITER
thomas.alvarez@uconn.edu

Rob Landolphi, culinary operations manager, spoke about
the ways students with dietary
restrictions, both medical and
non-medical, can have their
needs and desires met.
Landolphi said that students
with medical dietary restrictions and preferential restrictions should not go about the
process the same way. Students
with medically-driven dietary
restrictions should contact the
University of Connecticut Center
for Student Disabilities (CSD),
while students with preferential
restrictions should contact Din-

ing Services directly or speak
with the dining hall manager.
“Students who have medical driven diets should contact
the CSD office, who will then
refer them to Dining Services,”
Landolphi said. “Any other
students who have requests or
questions pertaining to personal
preferences can contact Dining
Services directly or talk with a
manager at the dining hall.”
Landolphi said that Dining
Services want to make the dining experience as good as possible for students with dietary
restrictions. They do this by
meeting with the student to fully
understand their likes, dislikes
and specific restrictions.
“We can schedule a meeting

with the student at a dining hall
of choice and introduce them
to the management/culinary
team. We will then find out the
student’s likes and dislikes and
share contact information,”
Landolphi said. “At that point,
we can establish a system that
best meets that individual’s eating preferences: This could be a
blend of eating off the pre-existing menu and emailing ahead of
time so we can have a dish prepared for them when they arrive.”
Despite the accommodations
in place, Landolphi said some
students are apprehensive to ask
for help. He said that he wants
students to feel comfortable
asking for accommodations as

though the dining halls’ kitchens were their own.
“A lot of times, I have students
say they don’t want to bother us
or they don’t want to be labeled,
but they must understand that
we are here for them and have
many ways of accommodating them that will make them
feel comfortable and inclusive,”
Landolphi said. “I want them to
think of us as though our kitchen is also their kitchen. Only difference is it is staffed with a team
of talented managers and chefs
that will do everything within
our powers to make sure they
are fed dishes that meet their
needs.”

See DINING, p. 3

Huang said that all of the speakers will film their talks ahead of
the livestream to avoid any internet connectivity concerns.
“We have given speakers some
freedom in how they want to
film their video, provided it falls
within TED production guidelines,” Huang said. “Most of the
videos will just be a single shot
from the waist up in the location
of their choice.”
Huang said it has been rewarding to help all the speakers
achieve their goal of speaking at
a TEDx event.
“I am most excited about hearing these speakers share their
stories and expertise with the
UConn population and then to
the entire world when the videos
are published on the TEDx YouTube channel,” Huang said.
For anyone interested in attending “Patchwork,” they will
need to fill out a Google Poll in
order to get the live stream link.

“A Hot Mess”: 2020 Presidential Debate Recap
by Caroline LeCour
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
caroline.lecour@uconn.edu

President Donald Trump
and Vice President Joe Biden
faced off on Tuesday night in
the first of a series of presidential debates for the 2020
election, leaving much to be
desired.

The presidential
debate on Tuesday
night was one of three
debates occuring
before the election.
The 90-minute debate attempted to cover a range of hotbutton topics and featured incomprehensible cross-talk and
bitter personal attacks. Moderator Chris Wallace of Fox News
struggled to regain control of
the debate.
Commentators
such
as
CNN’s Jake Tapper went as far
as to call the Trump-Biden debate a “hot mess inside a dump-

ster fire inside a train wreck.”
It was clear that President
Trump’s strategy of the night
was not to win over any new
voters but to steamroll both
Biden and the moderator’s
questions and thoughts, while
Biden’s plan was to pull at
America’s heartstrings by addressing them directly.
Biden repeatedly turned directly to the camera for refuge
during the interjections and
spoke coherently, contradicting months of allegations on
his mental fitness thrown from
the Trump campaign.
As the first item in the debate, President Trump defended his entitlement to nominate
Amy Coney Barret for the Supreme Court, claiming that a
Democratic president would
have done the same thing.
“I’m not elected for three
years, I’m elected for four
years,” Trump said.
Biden disagreed, saying the
winner of the election should
have the right to make the Supreme Court nomination as
the American people vote for a
new president.
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When pressed about his handling of the coronavirus pandemic, Trump defended his response
to the pandemic, citing that the
restriction of travel with China in
January saved lives.

Hot topics of
discussion were:
1. President Trump’s
nomination of Amy
Coney Barret
2. The coronavirus
pandemic
3. Mail-in voting
4. White supremacy
5. The Black Lives
Matter movement
Trump also diverted attention
away from himself and instead
toward Biden, poking fun of the
former vice president’s maskwearing habits and small crowds
at his campaign rallies.
As the night went on and the
topic of mail-in voting came
around, Trump once again ex-

pressed his concern that mail-in
voting this election may be invalid.
Trump also failed to affirm
encouraging his supporters to
be peaceful if election results are
unclear when asked to do so by
moderator Wallace.
“If I see tens of thousands of
ballots being manipulated, I can’t
go along with that,” Trump said
when asked about whether he
will accept the election results.
The topic of systemic racism
and police brutality came up in
the debate as well, with Trump
pointing out Biden’s “loss of the
radical left” with his stance on
providing more training for police officers as well as “community policing” rather than defunding the police.
When asked by the moderator
to denounce “white supremacists
and right-wing militia,” Trump
responded by calling out the
Proud Boys, a male-only group
known for their street violence,
which he then followed up with
a direction to “stand back and
stand by.”
Trump then changed the subject by placing blame on Antifa
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for the rioting across America.
Biden responded to the claim by
saying, “Antifa is an idea, not an
organization. That’s what the FBI
director said.”
Although the quote sparked
some outrage, South Carolina
Sen. Tim Scott told reporters
Wednesday that he thought the
president might have misspoken
about the Proud Boys, and called
on President Trump to correct his
statement if that is the case.
When the debate shifted to
cover the military, Biden took
the moment to mention his son,
Beau Biden, who served in Iraq.
Trump then took the opportunity to mention Biden’s other
son, Hunter Biden, who was discharged from the military due to
drug use.
Conversely, Biden also gave
his fair share of personal attacks from multiple chuckles at
the President, calling Trump a
“clown,” asking him “shut up,
man” and even went as far as to
call Trump “the worst President
America has ever had.”
The next presidential debate
is scheduled for Oct. 15, in Miami, Florida.
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Dining Services Beat
DINING, cont. from p. 2

Empty New Haven building to
become energy-efficient hotel
NEW HAVEN, Conn.
(AP) — Constructions has begun to convert a long-vacant
building on New Haven’s
Long Wharf into an energy
efficient hotel and conference
center.
A groundbreaking ceremony was held Wednesday
inside the Pirelli building,
which was purchased for
$1.2 million from IKEA in
January by developer Bruce
Becker.
Becker said his 165-room
Hotel Marcel is expected to
be the nation’s first “net-zero

emissions” hotel when it is
completed next summer.
The building’s renovation
includes the installation of
solar panels and high-efficiency heat pumps.
The hotel is being named
for Marcel Breuer, the famed
modernist architect who designed the building in 1968
to look from a distance like a
floating concrete cube.
Officials say the project
will bring with it several
hundred construction jobs
and 40 full-time positions at
the hotel.

Lawmakers to vote on ballot
processing and other bills
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
— Connecticut lawmakers
returned to the Capitol on
Wednesday for the second
special legislative session
during the pandemic to vote
on a series of bills, including
a proposal that could allow
local election officials to begin processing the anticipated large numbers of absentee
ballots for the presidential
election a little earlier.
Other bills address the
regulation of public utilities in light of the extended
outages following Tropical Storm Isaias in August,
funding for school construction projects, loans for home-

owners with crumbling
foundations, and public notification in economically distressed communities about
power plants, landfills and
other facilities, among other
issues.
Only the House of Representatives was meeting
on Wednesday, with most
members sequestered in
their legislative offices and
voting by computer to help
promote social distancing.
Only lawmakers, staffers
and the media were allowed
inside the Capitol. The Senate was expected to vote on
the same proposals Thursday or Friday.

These accommodations will
differ from student to student
depending on their needs and
preferences, Landolphi said.
For example, he said a student
with a dairy allergy can ask for
a meal to be prepared without
cheese easily.
“If someone has a dairy allergy and we’re preparing
a dish that at the end we’re
sprinkling parmesan cheese
on the top … there’s no reason
why we can’t prepare them
one and put it aside before we
even add cheese to it, so we can
make accommodations that
way that will allow us to meet
the needs of the students,”
Landolphi said.
Landolphi said Dining Services wants to hear from students who may face restrictions of any kind. He stressed
that they are there to help students get the most out of their
time at UConn, something easier to do with satisfying meals.
“Don’t be shy and don’t be
apprehensive, we are here for
you and understand the pressures and stress you are under

academically,” Landolphi said.
“Getting food that you enjoy,
that will keep you healthy and
focused while here at UConn
should not be an added stress.
Just ask, and we will accommodate.”
Additionally, Landolphi encouraged students to reach out
to him at robert.landolphi@
uconn.edu with any feedback
or suggestions they may have.
He said that any feedback from
students is considered, and
some recipes provided may
even be used in dining halls in
the future.
“I’m always looking for feedback from students, you know,
that’s most important. If students have certain ingredients
or companies they like or even
recipes from home that mom
cooks for them that happen to
be vegan or vegetarian, please
send them my way,” Landolphi
said. “We’ll take it, sometimes
we’ll print it off and we’ll test
it, and next thing you know,
if it goes real well, it’ll be in a
dining hall. It’s that simple.”
Gluten free options are available at Northwest Dining Hall.
PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/
THE DAILY CAMPUS

Breonna Taylor grand jury
recordings to be released Friday

UConn deficit could be as high
as $109 million amid pandemic
STORRS, Conn. (AP) —
Budget cuts, furloughs and
more state aid will be needed to address coronavirusrelated losses in revenue at
the University of Connecticut, the school’s chief financial officer said Wednesday.
The school estimates it
will end the fiscal year next
June with a deficit of $76
million, finance chief Scott
Jordan told the board of
trustees. That could jump
to about $109 million should
the school be forced to close
early by a resurgence of the
virus, he said.
The school will ask the
state Legislature for an additional $28 million to help
close the budget gap, Jordan
said. The university hopes

to make up the rest through
mitigation efforts including a hiring freeze, program
cuts and forcing nonunion
managers to take furlough
days.
“Every department at the
university has had to scale
back their efforts and find
savings, either through delays in hiring or elimination
of positions, vacant positions or decreased expenditures of other goods and services,” he said.
UConn ended the 2020 fiscal year with a deficit of just
$2.4 million, despite closing
early because of pandemic,
Jordan said. School finances
were aided by $21 million in
federal coronavirus relief
funds, he said.

Connecticut clerks enlist help
with ballot application surge
Town and city clerks
across Connecticut have
been enlisting volunteers,
hiring extra staff and paying overtime to workers to
process an unprecedented
number of requests for absentee election ballots.
In East Hartford alone,
where records show 858 absentee ballots were submitted in the 2016 presidential
election, Town Clerk Robert Pasek said he predicts
roughly 21,000 could be issued to voters this year.
“There’s no comparison,”
said Pasek, when asked
how the situation sizes up
to four years ago. “Unprecedented is a word that’s
used very frequently this
year in 2020. It’s been unprecedented what they’ve

put upon the town clerks
and the number of absentee
ballots that we are trying
to process at this very moment.”
According to the Secretary of the State’s Office,
city and town clerks already processed requests
for at least 355,814 absentee
ballot packages as of Sept.
28. That’s tens of thousands
more than the total number
of 129,480 absentee ballots
received statewide in the
2016 presidential election.
Prior to the coronavirus
pandemic, Connecticut limited allowances for absentee voting to specific things
like being out-of-state on
Election Day or serving as
an active duty military service member.
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(Above) People gather in Jefferson Square awaiting word
on charges against police officers, Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2020,
in Louisville, Ky. Photo by Darron Cummings/AP

(Right) Black Lives Matter protesters march, Friday, Sept. 25,
2020, in Louisville. Breonna Taylor’s family demanded Friday
that Kentucky authorities release all body camera footage,
police files and the transcripts
of the grand jury hearings that
led to no charges against police officers who killed the Black
woman during a March drug
raid at her apartment. Photo
by Darron Cummings/AP

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky judge has delayed the
release of secret grand jury proceedings in Breonna Taylor’s
killing by police until Friday
so that prosecutors can edit out
witnesses’ names and personal
information.
Audio recordings of the
proceedings were originally
supposed to be made public
Wednesday, but Attorney General Daniel Cameron’s office
asked a Louisville court for a
week’s delay to remove details
such as witnesses’ addresses
and phone numbers.
On Wednesday, Judge Ann
Bailey Smith granted a shorter
delay, giving the attorney general until noon on Friday.
Cameron’s office sought the
delay “in the interest of protection of witnesses, and in particular private citizens named in
the recordings,” according to its
legal motion Wednesday. The
recordings are 20 hours long.
Taylor was shot and killed in
her Louisville home by police
who were executing a narcotics
warrant in March. The grand
jury decided this month not
to charge any of the police officers involved with her death;
instead, one officer was charged
with shooting into a neighboring home.
That decision angered many,
and protesters took to the
streets in Louisville and around
the country to demand account-

ability for her killing, as frustrations spilled over after months
of waiting for Cameron’s announcement. Activists and Taylor’s family called for the grand
jury file to be released.
One of two Louisville police
officers shot during protests
last week called for law enforcement, protesters and other city
residents to work together to
move forward.
Maj. Aubrey Gregory, who
was shot in the hip, returned
to light duty earlier this week.
He said fellow officer Robinson Desroches, who was shot
in the abdomen, is still “in a lot
of pain” and faces a longer recovery. Gregory said he doesn’t
blame all protesters for the actions of the gunman.
“If we can’t come together to
find solutions, then we’re not
going anywhere,” Gregory said.
“Violence has never been the
answer and never will be.”
Authorities arrested 26-yearold Larynzo Johnson in the officer shootings, charging him
with two counts of first-degree
assault on a police officer and
14 counts of wanton endangerment. Johnson has pleaded not
guilty.
Facing questions about the
grand jury this week, Cameron
acknowledged that he did not
recommend homicide charges
for the officers involved. Instead, he only recommended
one of the officers be indicted,

for the wanton endangerment of
Taylor’s neighbors.
Cameron, a Republican protégé of Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell and the state’s
first African American attorney
general, said the other two officers who fired their guns were
justified because Taylor’s boyfriend had fired at them first.
Cameron said the record will
show that his team “presented a
thorough and complete case to
the grand jury.”
Taylor, a 26-year-old emergency medical worker, was
shot five times in her Louisville
apartment on March 13 by officers carrying a narcotics warrant. Taylor and her boyfriend
were watching a movie in her
bedroom when police came
to her door and eventually
knocked it down. The warrant
was related to an investigation
of a drug suspect who didn’t
live with her, and police found
no drugs at her apartment.
Former officer Brett Hankison, who was fired from the
force for his actions during the
raid, pleaded not guilty to three
counts of wanton endangerment
on Monday.
Officers Jonathan Mattingly, who was shot in the leg by
Taylor’s boyfriend, and Myles
Cosgrove, who Cameron said
appeared to have fired the fatal shot at Taylor, according to
ballistics tests, remain on the
force.
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W

ith the beginning of fall, it
is important to
remember that
flu season is approaching. This
year, getting a flu vaccine is more important than ever due to the dual impacts of
the flu and COVID-19.
Since the flu and COVID-19 share similar symptoms, such as a fever, cough,
shortness of breath, fatigue and muscle
pain, it is initially difficult to discern the
difference between the two. The best
thing to do is to get a flu vaccine, in order
to decrease the chances that the illness
could be the flu. Although the vaccine
does not completely eliminate the chances
of contracting the flu, it lowers the odds
significantly. Not to mention the flu itself
has its own effects; those who get the flu
generally recover in less than two weeks,
but the symptoms make the experience
extremely unpleasant. It’s for your own
good!
It is likely that if students at the University of Connecticut report these symptoms,
or any others that could be attributed to
COVID-19, they will be put in isolation,
and rightfully so from a public health and
safety standpoint. Therefore, in order to
reduce the chances of this happening, and
to ensure that there are enough isolation
beds, the best, easiest and most responsible thing to do is to get a flu vaccine.
At UConn, there are 245 total isolation
beds. Similar to the case of a hospital or
other health care facilities — wherein
the goal is to not overwhelm the facilities — getting a flu vaccine would help
ensure that these beds are left for those
who actually test positive for COVID-19.
With the goal of making it until the end
of November in mind, this is one of the
simplest ways to help ensure that students
stay on campus.
UConn Student Health and Wellness
- Medical Care (SHaW-MC) is currently
providing flu vaccine clinics in the Student Union Ballroom. These clinics will be
from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. today, Oct. 5 and
Oct. 8. There are also off-campus options
available; in order to find these options
easily, the CDC has created a website so
that anyone in the U.S. can put in their
location and find a place that administers
the flu vaccine nearby.
It is immensely important for everyone
to get the flu vaccine in order to protect
themselves as well as the people around
them. In addition to practicing the current
precautions, such as wearing a mask, it is
the best way to prevent the spread of the
flu on campus.

CARTOON BY DIONEL DE BORJA/THE DAILY CAMPUS

C
arson’s
Commentary



by Carson Swick
STAFF COLUMNIST
carson.swick@uconn.edu

I hope that this speaks for folks
in both parties: That “debate” was a
national disgrace. Donald Trump’s
constant interruptions were as
cringeworthy as they were infuriating to watch. And please, do not get
me started on Chris Wallace. The Fox
News moderator showed us nothing
to suggest that he had any control
over the stage, allowing the president
to continuously slam Biden with no
repercussions. If last night proves
anything, it is that the moderator
needs the power to mute candidate
microphones.
But as all of the dust settled, it became clear that Biden had a simple
path to victory. Save for a few (understandable) moments of frustration,
Biden’s calm demeanor and strong
eye contact translated well to the
screen. It was by no means a perfect
debate for the former vice president,
but he certainly got the job done and
seems poised to extend his lead in the
polls.
How did he do it? Just like last
week, let’s go through Wallace’s topics and give credit where credit is due.
The Supreme Court
This opening segment was
Trump’s only high point of the night,
probably because he remained composed and mostly abstained from
interruptions. His case for confirming Amy Coney Barrett was stronger than Biden’s case against it, and
Trump’s mention of Barrett’s “liberal” endorsers from Notre Dame and
elsewhere in academia only strengthened his case. Score: 1-0 Trump

COVID-19
This is where it all fell apart
for the president. Biden ripped
Trump’s coronavirus response
(or lack thereof) apart. Even with
mounting evidence that he knew of
COVID’s severity in February, the
president seems unwilling to admit
his negligence. Trump probably
sees doing so as a sign of weakness;
whether this is reflective of his
business past or motivated by ego, I
do not know. However, he must understand the public’s sense of panicked urgency to get through this
crisis. I figured that Biden had this
topic in the bag, and his statements
about failing small businesses and
the human cost of COVID deaths
were more than enough to deliver.
Score: 1-1
The Economy & The Trump
and Biden Records
I will be tying both of these categories together, as the candidates’
records directly relate to their economic stances and achievements.
Your evaluation of this category’s
winner entirely depends on your
view of recovery after the Great Recession. As Chris Wallace pointed
out, the Obama Administration
created more jobs from 2014-16
than did the Trump Administration from 2017-19. But the unemployment rate evaporated under
Trump, while the markets took
off. I would ordinarily feel inclined
to favor the GOP here, but Biden
made his case for helping small
businesses and putting children
back to school better than Trump.
This combined category is worth
two points, so I’ll give Biden 1 ½ of
them. Score: 2.5-1.5 Biden

Race and Violence in our Cities
Ouch. As if Trump was not already in trouble at this point, his
reluctance to condemn white supremacy gave his party a bad name.
More disappointing is the fact that
Trump has condemned the ideology several times in private interviews, but he could not bring himself to do it immediately in front of a
national audience. The president’s
“law and order” attack on Biden
fell flat when Biden calmly came
out against violent protests and defunding the police. Score: 3.5-1.5
Biden
The Integrity of the Election
Trump’s concern about voter
fraud is considered exaggerated by
some, so he needed to make his argument here seem more about electoral integrity and less about voter
suppression. While I do not believe
that Trump’s argument centered
around suppressing mail-in voters, Biden’s plea to the electorate
to vote however possible certainly
made it seem that way. Trump’s
response did not help his cause, as
he opted to claim that his votes are
the ones being suppressed. Still,
it seems neither man has a plan to
handle the inevitable post-election
chaos. Biden gets three-quarters
of a point here. Final Score: 4.251.75 Biden
What’s next? A key vice presidential debate on Wednesday, Oct.
7. Can Mike Pence make up some
ground? Or will Kamala Harris
widen the gap and seal her ticket’s
victory?
Have a great week, and happy
Spooky Season!

 
  

 
  
by Maggie Chafouleas
CONTRIBUTOR
margaret.chafouleas@uconn.edu
ILLUSTRATION BY ANNA IORFINO/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Katherine Jimenez |

CONTRIBUTOR
katherine.jimenez_cruz@uconn.edu

Global heating has worsened California’s wildfire season by causing dryer
weather, leading forests to become more flammable, meaning that, like it or
not, climate change is real. The Sept. 5 fires blazing through California were
said to start after a gender-reveal party used a “smoke-generating pyrotechnic device”. Arson and negligence have long had a history in California’s forest fires, but it is climate change that has further fueled their dangers.
With higher temperatures comes dryer weather. California’s heavy
droughts have left millions of dead trees throughout its landscape. Add that
with August lightning storms and no rain and you can get yourself some
pretty hefty wildfires and, despite being a common part of the state’s history, those California fires are just going to keep getting worse as temperatures rise. In fact, the Northern Hemisphere just had its hottest summer
with hurricanes and record heat waves. This apparent global heating trend
is something that began in the industrial revolution, rising due to humans
beginning to release greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane,
to name a couple.

See FIRES, p. 8

As a person who was basically
raised on the University of Connecticut campus, I am just about as “local” as you can get. My mom, who
has worked at UConn for the past 20
years, enrolled me in the on-campus
preschool as a toddler. Growing up,
my babysitters were always undergrads and were enlisted to help
me make snowmen on the Student
Union Lawn when my mom was
forced to bring my sister and me into
the office. Even my high school was
a mere ten steps from campus.
So, when the new Graduate
Storrs hotel came around, boasting
on their webpage that “Inspired by
campus, Graduate Storrs is undeniably local,” I knew I had to go check
it out.

See GRADUATE, p. 8
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A snapshot of
Connecticut history
by Amy Chen

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
amy.3.chen@uconn.edu

Connecticut State Historian and
Associate Professor in the UConn
history department Walter Woodward gave a virtual discussion
on his new book, "Creating Connecticut: Critical Moments That
Shaped a Great State" yesterday
afternoon.
"The focus here is on stories
that both interest and matter,"
Woodward said. "My hope in
writing this book and my hope
for you is that you will read all of
the stories and come away with a
desire to know more about Connecticut history."
Woodward described that he
was often inspired by historical
writers to write a historical book
in a way that everyone can understand, especially since people's attention span has become shorter.
"It's a collection of 24 stories, 12
shorter, 12 longer, each of which
tells us something important
about Connecticut's past, something that still in one way or another affects our lives as Connecticans today,” Woodward said.
During the discussion, Wood-

ward mentioned some excerpts
from his book that he believed
were crucial to understanding
Connecticut’s history. He explained Connecticut's origins
started with chaos and competition between the Dutch, English
and Native Americans. Settlers
brought the fear of witches with
them, which led to Connecticut's
history with witch hunts in the
17th century. During the industrial age, Irish immigrants were
integrated into the state's culture.
They were discriminated against,
but over time they became established within society.
Even though people clashed,
he mentioned that election day
was highly celebrated. He spoke
about many traditions of election
day in the past, like welcoming
the governor and parades in
Connecticut. Woodward talked
about how those traditions faded
over time but one tradition that
remained until recently was the
making of election cakes, which
brought people together.
"Perhaps this is exactly the
right time for the Connecticut
election cake to make its comeback," Woodward said. "At this

moment where American politics is so divisive and so bitter,
wouldn’t it be great if a cohort of
Connecticans, men and women
equally this time, join together
to use their ovens to remind people that democracy, the right to
choose the people who rule their
government, is a sweet privilege
indeed. And what better way
could there be to celebrate sweet
democracy than to bring back the
tradition of the election cake?"
Woodward emphasized the importance for historians to tell all
sides of the story in history but
also mentioned how there is a gap
in teaching state histories in the
education system.
"The combination of the increasingly global world and immediate world that is dominated
by national politics first and international politics second, tends
to make state history seem to be
irrelevant to most people," Woodward said. "But, I don't think it is.
One of the easiest ways to connect
people to history as a subject and
importance of history is by showing how it operates on the ground
and operated on the ground where
they lived."

PHOTO BY @CTVIST ON INSTAGRAM

Looking for Exploring the alteration
of ideals within the
pageant industry

MissAmerica
by Esther Ju

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
esther.ju@uconn.edu

The UConn Women’s Gender
and Sexuality Studies (WGSS)
Center at Stamford was proud to
host a virtual panel with Margot
Mifflin, who introduced the contents of her new book, “Looking
for Miss America: A Pageant’s
100-Year Quest to Define Womanhood,” through a lecture and
Q&A session. Mifflin’s work
delves into the history of the renowned Miss America beauty
pageant, whose changing dynamics matched with the changing social periods of the time, including the women’s suffrage and
women’s liberation movements.
Weaved within the triumphs of
social transgression, however,
are traces of racism and sexism, which have unfortunately
remained since the pageant’s
inception.
When the first Miss America
pageant occurred in 1921, it was
originally established as part of
the fall festival in order to expand
the summer tourist season, only
to coincidentally become one of
the biggest beauty pageants in
the U.S. By the end of the women’s suffrage movement, women
had been liberated from wearing
ankle-long dresses and were finally allowed to wear less modest clothing, which the pageant
capitalized upon. Featuring contestants in nothing but swimsuits
essentially allowed for objectification disguised as the support
of progressive fashion.
While women’s suffrage became a large cultural force that

brought the pageant into being,
immigration was also one that
came with disadvantages. During a time when immigration
rates were increasing exponentially, Miss America channeled
the developing anxieties of the
changing makeup of the country
by reaffirming what it meant to
be an American woman. Ironically, Native American women
were not allowed to participate
as contestants, but were allowed
to attend the pageant as audience members. This notion of
national identity contributed to
the idea that to be American, one
must be White, and while a few
Asian and Latina women were
able to compete, there were no
Black contestants for the first 50
years. According to pageant officials, they could not judge Black
women fairly. In other words,
they were unable to consider
them beautiful.
The rule that contestants
“should be of good health and
of the white race” became notoriously known as Rule Number
Seven. Although this rule was retired in the 1950s, it wasn’t until
1983 that Vanessa Williams became the first woman of color to
be crowned, only to be dethroned
due to nude photos being circulated. Rule Number Seven may
not have been evident in recent
competitions, but the familiar
pattern of excluding women of
color still continues. The first
Asian contestant crowned wasn’t
until 2011 while no Hispanic contestant has ever won to this day.
Aside from the issues of racism and sexism in the past, Mif-

flin also focused on how Miss
America has actually benefited
its contestants in their career
aspirations, but with a caveat.
“The pageant really did give
women opportunities in a world
of scarce professional possibility, or some women in any case,”
Mifflin said.
A rule of Miss America is that
contestants must be single and
have no children, causing those
opportunities to only be exclusive
to a certain demographic. In one
case, a contestant whose dream
was to become a doctor ended up
receiving a scholarship that paid
for her education.
“But it also excluded many
women, and notably today, excludes young mothers who are
demographically more in need
of scholarships than anyone,”
Mifflin said.
When asked about whether
pageants today have changed
for the better, Mifflin gave an
interesting note to end on.
“I think they have,” Mifflin
said. “I think it has definitely
improved vastly. The scholarship is something that has really helped a lot of women’s lives,
and the women I think about
[are] the women who couldn’t
compete, who couldn’t get the
scholarships. What happened
to them? You know, they’ve been
marginalized from the start. But
for those who did, it was a very
significant tool of social mobility.
So scholarships have changed
things and now in the past couple
years when it’s evolved, getting
rid of the swimsuits for example,
that to me seems like progress.”

Margot Mifflin, author of “Looking for Miss America: A Pageant’s
100-Year Quest to Define Womanhood,” opens up about the pros
and cons of the pageant that has shaped the view of women for
many years. PHOTO BY ACADEMIA
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‘The Boys in the Band’: An average film

PHOTO BY VANITY FAIR

by Zachary Wisnefsky
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

The newest film to join Netflix’s
ever-growing library is the Ryan
Murphy-produced “The Boys in
the Band.” This is the second film
adaptation of the 1968 play, the last
being made in 1970. The film surrounds a group of gay friends who
are all reunited with one another
to celebrate one of their birthdays.
One great thing about this film is
that it boasts an all-gay cast. Now
it isn’t necessarily a problem for a
non-gay actor to play a gay character, but for a film that surrounds
issues pertaining to sexuality to
such a high degree like this, it adds
authenticity to the performances.
Overall, the cast is pretty solid in
this film. I don’t think any of these
performances will garner much
awards buzz, but a few of them
stand out, particularly Zachary

Quinto’s. The main strength of the
film is probably the chemistry of
the cast. The whole cast was part
of the 2018 play revival on Broadway, so this is not their first time
performing as the characters. That
really showed through in the picture, as the actors had fantastic
chemistry with one another in
group conversations.
All that being said, most of
this movie’s problems are due to
the fact that it is an adaption of a
play. The truth is, a play is not a
movie and a movie isn’t a play. The
story structure of a play cannot
be simply copied and pasted into
a screenplay. There are many key
differences between a play and
a film and many of the movie’s
struggles are due to how they try
and fill those gaps.
For one, the film tries overly
hard at times to be cinematic. In
a play, you can’t change the set-

H

ting or create a flashback midway
through a scene without doing
some crazy set change. That’s
why many plays are set in singular rooms or areas. You can really
notice that fact through this film.
Now, it's not a problem that the
movie takes place in a singular
setting because Quentin Tarantino’s “The Hateful Eight” did that
as well, and it is a great movie.
The issue is that they didn’t fully
invest in that concept and tried
overly hard to avoid staying in
that one room. The movie puts in
these voice-over cinematic flashbacks that are dramatically different, visually-speaking, from
the rest of the film. However,
these moments are key to much
of the character development,
thus creating sort of disparate
sequences when we’re supposed
to be gaining more understanding. I wish that the filmmakers

trusted the actors a bit more in
these circumstances and just
let them tell the stories without
the accompanying flashback visuals. In doing so, these would
have been much more effective
character-building moments and
could have let the actors shine a
bit more.
Another flaw in the film is the
plot. As stated before, translating
a play to a film is a difficult process. The structure of this story
is much better suited for the stage
rather than the silver-screen. It’s
not a three-act structure, probably more of a five act or maybe
even a seven-point structure. The
three-act structure is so integral
to modern movie storytelling that
seeing a film without one can be a
bit disconnecting for an audience,
and that may be a bit of a problem
for this film. However, the bigger problem for it is it’s use of a

i
l
l
o eats

plot device for almost the whole
second half of the film. The first
half has exposition and sets up
the many characters, while the
second half just gets repetitive.
The same plot device is used over
and over again, not particularly
cleverly, artificially creating confrontation between the characters. I wish the writers got a little
more creative with developing the
conflict in the story. The main
twist of the story also was quite
predictable. I think many viewers will figure it out well before
it occurs in the film.
In conclusion, while the film
has a good cast with fantastic
chemistry and good set design
with decent visuals, it fails in a
few aspects, mostly pertaining
to how it was translated to the
silver screen. Thus, it fails to earn
a recommendation.
Rating: 3.55/5

by Hollianne Lao
LIFE EDITOR
hollianne.lao@uconn.edu

My family and I are lucky enough to have a Filipino community of family
friends in my hometown, many of whom include children my age. Every culture
boasts their own kind of parties, and Filipinos aren’t any different. Now, you might think
this might be an article about Filipino food – not yet, fellow readers, but soon enough! No, instead,
I’ll actually be talking about a very specific dessert that was always present at our almost-weekly
parties during my middle school years (the frequency of which was due to us making every occasion a
reason to celebrate, whether it be a simple birthday or a Manny Pacquiao match). One constant to the parties
was the constant cycle of food, a delicious mix of Filipino and American classics. My sisters and I had it down to
a system: We would start out with a round of the Filipino foods, simmering away on their aluminum buffet trays,
then return to indulge in the (mostly store-bought) American dishes that stragglers had brought, like a box of pizza or a
bucket of KFC chicken. Without fail, a family always brought a platter of store-bought cheesecake, the one with a medley
of flavors. I’m not really a purist about cheesecake – I think it’s delicious in all forms and I’m not sorry. Yesterday was my
friend’s birthday, and, somehow, she ended up with much more cheesecake than she had bargained for. Luckily for her, I was
more than willing to revisit a childhood favorite, although I felt a bit sugar-sick afterwards. I had at least a bite of each flavor from
a platter from Price Chopper and a platter from Walmart – here’s how I compare and rate them.
The Classic
Both stores had their version of New York style. If you want that classic, tangy flavor, both brands have solid reiterations, although
neither are the best you can get out of the selection. If you’re planning on dressing up your slice like with some strawberries or some hot
fudge, then both certainly do the trick, but I never reach for the plain slice if there’s still more of the others. Price Chopper’s version gets
a slight leg up because its crust is more substantial than Walmart’s.
Walmart: 3.5/5
Price Chopper: 3.75/5
The Chocolates: Chocolate Marble vs. Fudge Brownie vs. Triple Chocolate (Walmart)
I was blessed with not one, not two, but three kinds of chocolate cheesecake. The Price Chopper platter is the size of an actual cake, so it
has two flavors (triple chocolate and fudge brownie), while Walmart mini-platter has triple chocolate marble. I would say, if you’re really
in the mood for indulgent chocolate – which I pretty much always am – then Price Chopper is the way to go, as both of their kinds are very
chocolate-forward. Fudge brownie has some texture variation with the crackly top of a baked brownie, and triple chocolate is more like a
denser version of chocolate cake with the flavor coming in forms of chocolate chips, a chocolate drizzle and the chocolate cheesecake base.
Both are delicious, it just depends on what you’re in the mood for. Walmart’s chocolate marble is quaint and offers a nice swirl of the
flavor if you don’t want your whole slice to be chocolate and you still want to have the tang of the base cake. However, if I want chocolate,
I would probably go for either of Price Chopper’s selections.
Chocolate Marble (W): 4.25/5
Fudge Brownie (PC): 4.5/5
Triple Chocolate (PC): 4.5/5
The Strawberry Swirls
I almost wasn’t sure if I was eating a blueberry or raspberry swirl when I saw and took a bite out of Walmart’s strawberry
swirl cheesecake. The color was a red-violet and the fruit flavor wasn’t very distinguishable, but it does add a tartness. It
hits the spot if you want some fruity flavor with your cheesecake but it’s neither clearly strawberry-flavored nor the
strongest slice in the platter. On the other hand, Price Chopper’s strawberry offering was a pleasant surprise, with
a vibrant red marbling that carries the sweet strawberry flavor throughout the cake while still being balanced.
It’s not one I would have initially reached for, but now it is one I’ll have to reconsider every time I crack into
a new platter.
Walmart: 3/5
Price Chopper: 4/5
Bonus: Turtle
Let’s cut to the chase: I saved the best for last. Price Chopper’s extra flavor is a
decadent mix of the caramel marbling with chocolate syrup, caramel syrup,
chocolate chips and caramel chips. The chocolate crust is just the
cherry on top (or crust on the bottom?).
Price Chopper: 5/5

Childhood cheesecake
showdown
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Hello Mr. Darcy!
To my absolute delight, a friend sent me a page out of a literary cocktail book. Yes, that’s
right: A book of cocktails based on popular literature. Specifically, she sent me “Rye and Prejudice,” a cocktail meant to represent Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy’s love from “Pride and
Prejudice.” And honestly, it was as delicious to drink as their romance was to read about.

This cocktail is very simple, and I felt free to interpret its two ingredients according to the characters
they’re meant to be about. The first ingredient is one shot glass full of rye whiskey. Since I was still weary
of Jim Beam after the old-fashioned article from two weeks ago, I decided to opt for a different brand of
whiskey. As it turns out, there are very few cheap rye whiskey options. They all seem to be about $30.
Thus, it made the most sense to me to pick out the prettiest, most aesthetically pleasing bottle of it. The
whiskey is meant to represent Darcy, i.e. the gorgeous Colin Firth, so why not splurge on a beautiful bottle
of Sazerac Kentucky Straight Rye Whiskey? With its elegant neck, its wooden and cork stopper and its
beautiful molded base, I figured the bottle would be nice to have even if its contents tasted crappy.

Now, if the proud Darcy is rye whiskey, then the second ingredient must be Elizabeth.
And to be fair, it matches her personality perfectly: Two shots of grapefruit juice. Considering Elizabeth’s bitterness to Darcy for much of the book, as well as her bold personality,
grapefruit is a perfect representation. And yet, considering that I don’t like either of these two
flavors alone, I was terrified at how they would be together. But, somehow, it worked.
The grapefruit juice cut the ickiness of the whiskey entirely, and the
whiskey helped offset the bitterness of the juice. Additionally, the Sazerac was
miles better than the Jim Beam bourbon I forced down last month. It was far more
mild and almost tasty. With a couple of ice cubes thrown in the mix, the drink was
down right delicious. I didn’t even need to chase it with a glass of cheap wine!

Aesthetics-wise, this drink is very classy. It’s murky pink in color, but in a rocks glass with
a couple ice cubes, it looks like a drink fit for a landed gentleman. It’s also just classy when you
consider the prestige of its two ingredients. Rye whiskey is no cheap bourbon you get from a
party, it’s flavorful and fairly expensive. Grapefruit juice is also one of the fancier juices on the
market. If you were at a diner and the person you were with ordered a tall glass of grapefruit
juice (or just a grapefruit), you would feel a little inferior. I suppose it’s because we’re all orange
juice and lemonade people at heart, and to step out of that realm is a thing of wonder. Combined,
these two parts make an impressive whole to behold.
Alcohol-wise, it is one standard unit of alcohol. But if you
consider how little liquid is in it in total, and how much you could
conceivably drink in one night, it is a pretty significant source of inebriation. Plus, it’s easier to track how much you’re drinking when one glass
equals one unit.
All in all, I was pleasantly surprised by both the flavor and the existence of
this drink. I recommend it to all fans of Jane Austen and all admirers of Firth.
Rating: 4 out of 5

Becoming a successful
STEM student
by Emma Gehr

STAFF WRITER
emma.gehr@uconn.edu

The fields of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) have continued to rise
in popularity and importance and
provide students with critical
thinking, problem solving and
creative skills that will establish
a solid base for their desired career path. UConn offers a wide
variety of majors within the fields
of STEM that allow students to
find their niche.
UConn offers many resources
that can be especially beneficial
to STEM students. The Academic
Achievement Center (AAC) hosts
a “Success in STEM” workshop
that provides students with various study strategies in addition to
an in-depth look at the resources
available to help students who
want to achieve success in a STEM
field.
The AAC has a Supplemental
Instruction (SI) program with
sessions that are held at various times throughout the day. SI
gives students the ability to work
in small, collaborative groups to
review lecture material, course

readings and assignments. These
sessions are taught by UConn
students and are focused on notoriously difficult courses like
Biology 1107 and Chemistry 1122.
“It’s people that understand the
stresses that students are going
through and can
relate. They explain the material so that
it is more digestible,” Dylan
Feldmeier, a
UConn alum and a
current SI who holds
a dual degree in Molecular and Cell Biology
and Ecology and
Evolutionary
Biology, said.
SI is a great
resource for
all STEM students, especially those who
have online classes
and want to engage with the material on a more detailed level.
These sessions can also provide
helpful study tips that can make
you see the material from a different point of view.

“Creating concept maps allows
you to engage more actively with
the material. Even
if you
aren’t
a visual

learner, it
will
allow
you to see
something
from a different perspective,” Feldmeier

said.
Success starts in the classroom
but is fully achieved once you take
advantage of the multitude of opportunities available outside of
the classroom.
“There is way more to the world
of STEM than
taking math or
science classes. On-campus research
is a great way to
start,” Feldmeier
said. “I think it’s
about taking chances
and seeing what’s out
there.”
Visiting department websites
will give you information on
the research
that professors are currently working
on. Their contact information is listed and
gives students the ability to
get involved in undergraduate research and lab work, which looks
great on a resume.
UConn also offers Summer

Undergraduate Research Fund
(SURF) grants that support
full-time UConn undergraduate
students in summer research or
creative projects under the supervision of a faculty member.
Attending a professor’s office
hours is another way to be proactive outside of class time and
foster a positive relationship with
your professors. By demonstrating that you care about the course
and the material that is being
taught, it could lead you to undergraduate research opportunities,
which are very important in the
field of STEM.
Whether you choose to attend
office hours, begin working in a
lab or get help through SI, UConn
has so many resources available
to help STEM students succeed.
Above all else, being curious and
genuinely interested in your field
and major will provide a solid
foundation for academic success.
“Always be participating in any
way that you can, even if you are
not fully confident. Any participation is better than none. It will
help you build confidence and be
successful as a scientist,” Feldmeier said.
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Huskytalk | What is the worst UConn dorm room to quarantine in?

“Towers because it’s
so tiny.”

“North.”

Gaston Neville
Environmental studies and
urban studies
Fifth Semester

Amberly Lao
Psychology
Fifth semester

“East because there’s
no Whitney Dining
Hall.”

“McMahon, because
the spaces are so
incredibly small and
crowded.”

Lauren Pawlowski
Environmental studies and
economics
Fifth Semester

Marissa Naclerio
Natural resources and environmental studies
Fifth Semester

 

FIRES, cont. from p. 4
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GRADUATE, cont. from p. 4
When I think of campus I
think of Horsebarn Hill sunsets, fiery fall-colored leaves
and most of all a community
of people of all ages and backgrounds. However, what I
found in the Graduate Storrs
hotel was not an elegant, inspiring, ode-to-Storrs design.
What I saw instead was an
insanely UConn-themed and
bizarre interior that caters not
to the community here, but to,
as @austinrspence on Twitter
put it, “boomers and genx who
graduated 30+ years ago.”
Of course, anybody who has
heard of UConn before knows
that the basketball fandom is
a huge aspect of the culture
here. One of my first journalism professors here once told
my class about how instead
of writing about the actual
women’s basketball team like
always, he once wrote a whole
article on their fandom.
But one has to wonder, is
basing an entire interior design concept off of a basketball fandom a good decision?
Just walk into the lobby of the
Graduate for your answer. The
lobby f loor is made of a literal
basketball court. A huge case
of trophies shows guests how
much winning gets done here.
The f loor by the bar is square,
basketball-adorned
tiles.
One wall contains a gallery
of hyper-realistic paintings
of UConn basketball players. Some rooms even have
framed pictures of the players
repainted in Revolutionary
War-era clothing and basket-

ball-court-patterned pillows.
The message is very clear —
basketball is a big deal here.
But there has to be a better
way to represent this. The
basketball court floor makes
the lobby feel like a middle
school gymnasium. The huge
case of random trophies just
don’t make sense (they are for
things like “4th Annual TwirlA-Thon.”) The almost photograph-like painted basketball
players are unsettling. Why
not show off a local photographer’s images of the sport or,
even better, of the fandom?
Perhaps commissioning actual UConn students to create the art for the gallery wall
would have shown a better reflection of the community.
A UConn-inspired interior
and a UConn-themed interior
are very different things. Consider this: If you want your
living room to have a cozy
coffeehouse type of mood,
you shouldn’t decorate it with
tacky coffee-themed furnishings. Instead think of the way
a cozy coffeehouse makes you
feel and surround your interior with decor that makes you
feel that way. The designers
at the Graduate clearly took
the more literal approach. Instead of emanating the feel of
campus, every little detail in
the hotel is explicitly UConn.
Custom-made rugs boast the
UConn emblem. The wallpapers in the fitness centers
are made of cartoon Huskies.
And worst of all, the very first
thing you see when you walk
into the lobby — a plasticlooking husky statue that tow-

ers over your head.
Whitewashed
wooden
walls, plaid print as far as
the eye can see and at least 50
vintage paintings of various
“countrysides” all scream, “I
was chosen by a middle-aged
woman at T.J. Maxx for my
farmhouse aesthetic living
room.” The vibe is Midwestern country-chic, but to the
absolute maximum and done
very poorly. The rural, smalltown spirit of Storrs is totally
lost in these tacky design
choices.
Ben Weprin, founder and
CEO of Graduate Hotels,
claims in a video on the company’s webpage, “What we
develop a hotel we really try
to look at it through a local
lens … it’s all about storytelling. Peeling back layers of the
community and telling a story
about what makes it really
special.”
If the Graduate Storrs interior design team had done
their research as Weprin says
they do, maybe their artistic
interpretation of the UConn
community and environment
wouldn’t be as shallow and
out of touch as it is. It is as if
the designers saw UConn as
“rural” and “basketball” and
realized those two concepts
would be the money-makers
for the boomer crowd, thus
contradicting their claim that
they are inspired by the multifaceted communities in which
they reside. Their vision of my
hometown was carried out in
the utmost literal sense — and
I find their execution to be
less than inspiring.

Indigenous Californian populations managed forests for millenia without these problems — they had a completely different system of land management. Many factors can come into play when discussing climate. Some
can be attributed to poor management, as President Trump claimed about
the California forest fires, but it is the devastation left behind that is up to
question. Events such as these are further driven to destruction by humans having a negative impact on nature. When we contribute to global
warming we are also indirectly contributing to the spread of disasters
such as these that have not just destroyed homes, but taken lives.
If the apocalyptic hazy, orange skies over California weren’t enough to
scare you then just think about the fact that rising temperatures like this
are not just impacting warmer areas on Earth but also places like the Arctic where 95% of the “oldest and thickest ice has declined.” This could lead
to colder winters and hotter summers since the Arctic serves somewhat
as a balance between the sun and Earth. Global warming damages crops
and hurts wildlife, not just in America, but all over the world. If it is not
tackled then it could lead to higher prices in food as agriculture becomes
more vulnerable to poor weather, not to mention that a number of animals
will face extinction as their homes are destroyed by the effects of climate
change.
Climate change should not be every country’s priority. Some nations
are already struggling with their economies or poverty issues to care
about what happens to the world around them, but in America, climate
change is a human rights issue. It should be something that everybody
should care about because change has the ability to start here even if it cannot start elsewhere. The United States contributes about 15% of the world’s
CO2 emissions, second only to China with 28% and first if considering
carbon emissions when measured per capita. We are part of the problem,
a big part.
With just 12 years left, climate change is at a point where limiting its effects is our best option. So, what can you do? You can petition, or advocate,
or, most importantly of all, you can vote. We need leadership at the federal
level to address climate issues. Voting is a way for people who are willing
to bring a change to have a voice. The United States withdrew from the
Paris Agreement on June 1, 2017 due to the belief that the economy is more
important than the future of billions of people. In a few years, money won’t
even matter in a dead man’s world; you will probably be buying clean oxygen from a can or fighting someone for some safe drinking water.

Sudoku
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Astros sweep as Twins lose
18th straight in playoffs
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
Shaken up by a scandal before
the virus outbreak shrunk the
season, the Houston Astros
barely played well enough to
reach the playoffs — with the
rest of baseball actively rooting
against them.
Well, they’re not ready to
leave yet.
Carlos Correa hit a two-out,
tiebreaking home run in the
seventh inning for the Astros, who produced another
stifling pitching performance
and swept Minnesota over
two games with a 3-1 victory
Wednesday that sent the Twins
to a record 18th straight postseason loss.
“I know a lot of people are
mad. I know a lot of people don’t
want to see us here,” Correa
said. “But what are they going
to say now?”
Nine months after Houston’s
rules-breaking, sign-stealing
system was revealed, the Astros
advanced to the Division Series
in Los Angeles. As the No. 6
seed, they’ll face the Oakland
Athletics or Chicago White Sox
in a best-of-five matchup starting Monday at Dodger Stadium.
“I don’t think they necessarily thought that they had anything to prove. They just had to
play ball,” said manager Dusty
Baker, who took his fifth different team to the playoffs and
advanced for the first time in
seven rounds since winning the
2003 NL Division Series with
the Chicago Cubs.
The Twins are 0-18 in the
playoffs since winning Game
1 of their Division Series at the
New York Yankees on Oct. 5,
2004, a total of seven rounds
lost. Since that date, the Astros

are 43-35 in postseason play,
winning 10 of 15 rounds with
three trips to the World Series.
Kyle Tucker hit two RBI singles for the Astros and made a
key throw from left field for the
inning-ending out in the fifth.
Rookie Cristian Javier worked
three hitless innings in relief for
the victory in his postseason
debut and Ryan Pressly pitched
a perfect ninth against his former team, giving the Houston
bullpen a total of 9 2/3 scoreless
innings in this wild card series
with three hits allowed.
“From the very beginning,
we envisioned ourselves back
in the playoffs and playing real
well,” Tucker said. “So we never counted ourselves out at any
point.”
Nobody on this Twins team
has had a hand in more than
six of the playoffs losses, but for
the second straight year one of
baseball’s most potent lineups
limped through a brief postseason cameo. In a three-game division series sweep by the Yankees last year, the Twins totaled
seven runs and 22 hits. Against
the Astros, they mustered only
two runs and seven hits.
“We put a lot of balls in play, it
seemed like, but they were up in
the air and, yeah, it seemed like
we played into their trap,” said
Max Kepler, one of four starters
who went hitless in the series.
“At the end of the day, we didn’t
get the job done.”
Nelson Cruz gave the Twins
an RBI double for a second
straight game, this time in the
fourth inning against starter
Jose Urquidy. Luis Arraez aggressively tried to score from
first base, but Correa took the
throw from Tucker and fired

Houston Astros’ Carlos Correa, left, and George Springer, right, leap in celebration after they defeated the Minnesota Twins 3-1 in Game 2 to clinch the American League wild-card baseball series,
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020, in Minneapolis. PHOTO BY JIM MONE/AP

home to beat Arraez to the plate
to preserve the tie after third
base coach Tony Diaz waved
him in.
“I don’t know why he sent
him,” Correa said.
Then in the seventh against
losing pitcher Cody Stashak,
Correa drove a 1-0 slider into
the tarp-covered seats above
right-center field for his 12th
home run in 52 playoff games.
After winning 101, 103 and
107 games in the last three regu-

lar seasons, winning the 2017
World Series and losing the
championship in seven games
to the Washington Nationals
last year, the Astros stumbled
through the 2020 season at 2931 under Baker and new general manager James Click with
a slew of injuries after the COVID-19 pandemic cut the schedule to 60 games.
They had the third-worst road
record in the major leagues, too,
but none of that mattered this

week against the third-seeded
Twins, who were out of sorts
in their two biggest games this
year.
José Berríos was one of the
few who were locked in with
five strong innings to start,
with just two hits allowed. His
two walks were costly, though,
issued right before Tucker’s
single in the fourth.
“I don’t think anyone was
ready to leave, to end this way,”
Cruz said. “That’s life.”

Ravens hope to learn from ‘painful’ lesson given by Chiefs
The Baltimore Ravens had
their flaws exposed in a loss to
Kansas City that had a familiar
feel.
“It looked like the same thing
from the Tennessee game, to be
honest,” Ravens quarterback
Lamar Jackson said Monday
night after the 34-20 defeat.
The 2019 NFL MVP was referring to last January’s playoff
game against the Titans — Baltimore’s only loss in the span of
a year before the Chiefs came to
town.
The Ravens (2-1) still expect
to be contenders in 2020, but for
that to happen they must correct the shortcomings displayed

against Kansas City. Baltimore
allowed 517 yards, didn’t get a
sack or an interception, fell behind early and again showed an
inability to come from behind
with a run-oriented attack led
by Jackson.
“We’ll look at the things we
need to do to get better, mistakes that we made, things
that we can call differently or
scheme differently,” coach John
Harbaugh said Wednesday.
“When you play a team that
good, they show things that
you can improve on. We had a
chance to see that first-hand in
a very painful way.”
Since Lamar Jackson was

drafted in 2018, the Ravens
are 0-10 when trailing at halftime — the only NFL team during that span without a win in
that situation. Jackson was the
starter in half those games, including Monday night and that
dreadful 28-12 loss to Tennessee.
As they did against the Titans, the Ravens abandoned
their running game early
against the Chiefs while shifting into catch-up mode. Baltimore ended up with only 21
rushing attempts and Jackson
threw 28 times for just 97 yards
with four sacks and an interception.

Baltimore cut a 27-10 halftime
deficit to 27-20 before Patrick
Mahomes launched a 13-play
drive for the clinching touchdown. The Ravens don’t often
have to play from behind, but
when a rally is required they’ve
had a tough time getting it done.
“We got it back to seven in the
fourth, but unfortunately we
weren’t able to get (the Chiefs)
off the field,” running back
Mark Ingram said. “It doesn’t
feel weird when we’re down.
We just continue to believe that
we’ll be able to come back and
get a win.”
There are two ways to go after a disheartening loss, and the

Kansas City Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes (15) looks to pass while under pressure from Baltimore Ravens linebacker Tyus
Bowser (54) during the second half of an NFL football game on Monday Sept. 28, 2020 in Baltimore. PHOTO BY NICK WASS/AP

Ravens except to bounce back
Sunday against Washington
rather than to let the misery linger.
“We hate the outcome of the
game, but there’s a lot of football left this season and we can’t
dwell on it,” Jackson said.
Ingram agreed.
“We don’t hold our heads
down. We hold our heads high
because we know what we’re
capable of doing if we play Ravens football,” he said. “We confront the things that need to be
improved on, we confront the
things that need to be corrected
and then we try and correct our
mistakes and grow from it.”
One of the items on the to-do
list is enhance the pass rush.
Mahomes kept his jersey clean,
and linebacker Matthew Judon
is still looking for his first sack
after leading the team with 9 1/2
last year.
“We’ve got to get back to
basics, working on tackling,
working on grabbing,” tackle
Brandon Williams said. “They
had our number Monday, but
it’s still early in the season. One
game is not going to change who
we are or what we do. We’re
still going to come after people
and play our game.”
This is not unusual territory
for the Ravens, who started 2-2
in 2019 — including a loss to
Kansas City — before peeling
off 12 straight wins to close out
the regular season.
“Look what happened last
year,” Williams said.
The Ravens finished with the
best record in the NFL last season behind Jackson, a successful running game and a swarming defense. That formula has
not changed.
Harbaugh acknowledged that
Baltimore switched to passing
mode early against the Chiefs
but maintained that the team’s
run-first identity is unchanged.
“We’re not going to get away
from being a running team,.
That’s something we think is
very important,” he said. “We’ll
try to do our best to call as many
runs as we can every single
week.”
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Throwback Photo of the Day | Akok Akok going for a layup

The Huskies lost 87-96 against the Saint Joseph’s Hawks on November 13, 2019. The team opened the game with a score of 0-14, but was able to close the point difference to at most 3 points in the second half. PHOTO BY ERIC WANG, ASSOCIATE VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Potential ECAC 2020-2021
ice hockey schedule leaked
by Tim Keaten

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
timothy.keaten@uconn.edu

The Quinnipiac Bobcats compete against the Yale Bulldogs on
November 9, 2013. An official plan from the ECAC has yet to be
announced. PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA

On Sept. 24, Mike McMahon,
senior editor for College Hockey
News, released information on
how the Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) was
planning to run the 2020-2021
college hockey season. The
conference includes Brown
University, Clarkson University, Colgate University, Cornell
University, Dartmouth College,
Harvard University, Princeton
University, Quinnipiac University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, St. Lawrence University
and Yale University.
One of the league’s primary
challenges is dealing directly
with the policies of the Ivy
League, as half of the ECAC
have to answer to the Ivy
League first on athletic policies.
The Ivy League made the decision to push the start date of all
sports to Jan. 1 at the earliest so
the ECAC has been forced to
consider a late-start, shortened
season to accommodate rather
than lose half of their teams.
The main structure of the

plan was built on creating a 20game schedule for the season
starting after the Ivy League
schools are allowed to resume
athletic play. The teams would
be split into two divisions with
a focus on internal play among
them. The New England division would include Brown,
Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale,
Quinnipiac and Princeton, a
team notably not from New
England. Meanwhile, Cornell,
Clarkson, Colgate, Rensselaer,
Union and St. Lawrence would
be organized into a New York
division.
In this plan, each team would
play four games against each division opponent with no games
against the other division’s
teams during the regular season. There would be no games
scheduled against teams from
other ice hockey conferences
under this plan along with a
strict restriction on overnight
travel, mandating that the
teams only take day trips to
meet their opponents.
Every team would automatically make the conference
playoffs, with games between
the No. 6 and No. 3 teams and

the No. 5 and No. 4 teams. The
winners of these games would
play the No. 1 and No. 2 teams,
who would get a bye into this
round. The ECAC Championship would be played between
the final winner of the New
York and New England divisions, but both teams would be
named ECAC regular season
champions.
On Sept. 25, McMahon said
an ECAC official made note that
this is only one of the scheduling
plans that have been submitted
to the league administration
to vote on. McMahon, as well
as many other writers familiar
with the ECAC have said that
this model presents the most
realistic return to play model,
so it is very likely we will see a
plan similar to this made official quite soon.
As for UConn hockey, the
Hockey East preseason games
usually begin the first week of
October, so the regular hockey
season would be coming up fast
if not for the pandemic. It will
be interesting to see when the
ECAC, Hockey East and the
rest of NCAA hockey release
their full conference schedules.

Bayern beats Dortmund 3-2
to lift German Super Cup
MUNICH (AP) — Joshua Kimmich scored the winning goal as
Bayern Munich shrugged off
concerns about fixture congestion to beat Borussia Dortmund
3-2 and lift the German Super
Cup on Wednesday.
Dortmund fought back from
2-0 down to level the score before Kimmich and the two goalkeepers made the difference.
Bayern’s
Manuel
Neuer
showed superb reactions to
palm away Erling Haaland’s
shot when one-on-one with the
Norwegian striker. Dortmund’s
stand-in keeper Marwin Hitz
could only parry Kimmich’s
shot back to the midfielder in
the 82nd minute and Kimmich
stretched to flick in the rebound
while falling.
For Bayern it was a moraleboosting recovery after losing
4-1 to Hoffenheim on Sunday to
end a 32-game unbeaten run. It
also marked the third win in a
row against Dortmund.

Bayern has played for five
trophies since coach Hansi
Flick took charge in November
and won them all, but all that
success has made for more fixture congestion in the already
packed 2020-21 season. The win
over Dortmund came just six
days after another Super Cup,
when Bayern beat Sevilla 2-1 in
extra time in UEFA’s ceremonial season-opener.
Kimmich’s winner was the
second Bayern goal on a rebound after Corentin Tolisso
was left with a simple finish
to open the scoring in the 18th
when Hitz pushed his first shot
onto the crossbar following a
lightning-fast counterattack the
length of the field.
Bayern made it 2-0 through
Thomas Müller’s header in the
32nd after Dortmund backed off
Alphonso Davies and gave him
time to play a cross perfectly
weighted to meet Müller arriving at the far post.

Haaland hauled Dortmund
back into the game, setting up
Julian Brandt to score in the
39th and then scoring himself in
the 55th in a move which began
when Manuel Akanji muscled
Lewandowski off the ball in the
midfield.
Dortmund’s Danish midfield-

er Thomas Delaney played the
final pass for Haaland on that
move. However, Delaney was
later at fault for the winner as he
dawdled on the ball and Kimmich dispossessed him.
Neither team fielded a fully
first-choice lineup, with Bayern
missing the injured Leroy Sané

and Leon Goretzka, while David Alaba was an unused substitute with a muscle problem.
U.S. defender Chris Richards
came on as a 76th-minute substitute for Bayern in his third
appearance for the first team.

Bayern Munich’s Joshua Kimmich, center left, celebrates scoring his side third goal during the
German Bundesliga Supercup soccer match between FC Bayern Munich and Borussia Dortmund in
Munich, Germany on Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2020. PHOTO BY SVEN HOPPE/AP
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Roundtable: World Series predictions
After an unprecedented 60game regular season, a newly
expanded 16-team playoffs is
underway this week. The Los
Angeles Dodgers and Tampa
Bay Rays are the top-seeded
teams in each league and the
favorites to make the World Series. But as we know too well,
favorites don’t always win, especially in baseball. This is sure
to be a crazy month with a lot
of great moments. This week,
members of the DC Sports Section make their picks for the
participants and, ultimately,
the winner of the 2020 World
Series.

Cole Stefan
Campus Correspondent
2020 has been a weird year,
that much is true. I could go
on a generic path and have the
Miami Marlins winning it all,
but other teams have more talent that will carry them farther.
On the American League side, I
am going to pick the Tampa Bay
Rays because of their incredible
pitching rotation of Blake Snell,
Tyler Glasgnow and Charlie
Morton in addition to their allaround hitting core. They have
the pieces there to make a huge
impact during the month of
October, and they will beat the
Chicago White Sox in the ALCS
in six games to reach the Fall
Classic. On the National League
side, I am going to go with the
San Diego Padres, who have
broken out to become an impressive team this year with Tatis and Machado on the hitting
core and a pitching core of Dinelson Lamet and Zach Davies
amongst others. They will
defeat the Atlanta Braves
or Chicago Cubs in seven
games to reach the Fall Classic. As for the World Series,
I am going to go with the
Padres in seven because
their hitting talent will
help them pull through
in the end against an
otherwise dominant
Rays pitching core.

Ty Reeves
Campus Correspondent
It was a very odd season
for the MLB to say the least. It
seemed like no team was really
able to reach their full potential
due to the shortened season.
Some teams shocked me like
the Marlins, as I didn’t think
they had a chance in the world,
especially after all their COVID-19 cases. For the American
League, I’m going to stay true to
my roots and say the New York
Yankees. As a fan, I was very
much disappointed this season,
but they picked it up toward the
end. In the National League,
there are multiple teams that I
believe are in a great position
to make a run at the World Series, but the San Diego Padres
lead the pack. They’re having a
breakout season led by Manny
Machado and Fernando Tatis
Jr. along with a solid pitching
core. Now when it comes to the
Fall Classic, I think the Yankees will have the upper hand
and win in six games. The main
thing that I look for in the playoffs is depth and I believe the
Yankees have the depth to go
all the way.

Danny Barletta
Sports Editor
This has to be the Dodgers’
year right? They’ve
won
eight straight
division
titles with

nothing but
a couple of
World
Series losses to
show for it.
I think it would
only make sense that
i n
this year’s extended playoffs,
which could have so much volatility, the clear-cut best team
in baseball will win. They have
two former MVPs in Mookie
Betts and Cody Bellinger surrounded by a bunch of
great players like Corey
Seager, Justin Turner
and AJ Pollock. They
also have an amazing
pitching staff headlined
by
Walker

Buehler, Dustin
May and future Hall
of Famer Clayton Kershaw. This team is too good
to lose this year. I have them
beating the Oakland Athletics
in a rematch of the 1988 World
Series, which was the last
time the Dodgers won. Oakland has put together a really
good season thanks to great
pitching, especially from its
bullpen. That pitching will
carry the A’s through the
playoffs, but they will hit a
brick wall in the World Series and lose to LA in five
games.

Photos courtesy of AP

Mike Mavredakis
Staff writer

At this exact moment, I
am sitting in my dorm with a
mouth full of sour apple Big
League Chew — now that’s a
throwback isn’t it. It’s going
to be the Chicago White Sox
taking home the trophy this
season. I wrote about this in
my column last week and my
allegiance has not changed. I
was not 100% on this when I
made the prediction but Lucas Giolito’s dazzling performance in Game 1 of the Wild
Card round put a nail in it for
me. The White Sox have been
incredibly exciting this season,
and behind potential AL
MVP Jose Abreu,
leadoff stud
Tim Anderson
and their
ace,
no
one
is
going to
take them
down.

Dylan Haviland
Campus Correspondent
2020 will be a year to remember for all sports fans. The first
time is sports history where all
four major sports played on the
same day, a bubble NBA Playoffs and of course, the first ever
16-team MLB playoffs. If you
ask me, this has to be the year
for the Dodgers. They are rocking a star-studded lineup that
can rival any team, with plenty of playoff experience and a
solid starting rotation that can
keep them in every game. I predict the Dodgers will defeat the
Tampa Bay Rays in six games
to finally take their long-awaited World Series trophy back to
the West Coast.
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UConn in the MLB: How did former
Huskies do in the 2020 season?
by Danny Barletta
SPORTS EDITOR
email@uconn.edu

Four former UConn baseball
stars spent time playing at the
highest level this year during
the MLB’s shortened 60-game
season. Let’s see how they
fared.
Houston Astros outfielder
George Springer is the most famous UConn baseball alum in
the majors today. He became a
household name after his spectacular performance in the 2017
World Series, for which he was
named the series MVP. He is
the highest drafted player ever
out of UConn, as he was selected 11th overall in the 2011 MLB
Draft after three standout seasons in Storrs.
The New Britain native made
three consecutive All-Star
teams heading into this year,
and he probably played well
enough this year to warrant a
fourth selection if one was held.
In 51 games, Springer hit .265
with 14 home runs, 32 RBIs, 37
runs scored and an .899 OPS.
He led the Astros in home runs,
runs scored and OPS.
Despite a disappointing season by their recent standards at
29-31, the Astros still managed
to make the expanded 16-team
playoffs. That means Springer
has a chance to play in his favorite time of year again: October, where he’s had so much
success in the past.
The other former Husky who
is playing postseason baseball
is Toronto Blue Jays pitcher An-

Houston Astros’ George Springer singles during the eighth inning of the team’s baseball game
against the Texas Rangers in Arlington, Texas, Thursday, Sept. 24, 2020. PHOTO BY TONY GUTIERREZ/AP

thony Kay. After a three-year
career at UConn during which
he was named the conference
pitcher of the year, he was
drafted 31st overall in the 2016
MLB Draft by the New York
Mets.
While still in the minors, Kay
was traded to the Blue Jays as
part of the return for Marcus
Stroman. The lefty made his
debut in September of 2019. In
his first “full” season in the majors this year, Kay appeared in
13 games out of Toronto’s bullpen. He had a record of 2-0 with
a 5.14 ERA, a 1.71 WHIP and
a 4.95 FIP, none of which are

particularly good numbers. He
struck out 22 batters in 21 innings but also walked 14, leading to some of his struggles.
Still, he showed enough
promise to make the Blue Jays’
postseason roster and will look
to help them chase their first
World Series appearance since
1993.
Boston Red Sox pitcher Matt
Barnes did not have a great
season compared to his previous few, but he was still one
of the most reliable arms the
Red Sox had in a season where
their pitching was far and away
the worst in the league. In 24

games, Barnes went 1-3 with a
4.30 ERA, a 1.39 WHIP and a
4.84 FIP. He recorded 31 strikeouts and 14 walks in his 23 innings pitched. He became the
Red Sox closer halfway through
the season and finished with a
career high nine saves.
Another Connecticut native
from Danbury, Barnes pitched
three seasons at UConn during
the same time Springer was on
the team. He was also drafted
in the first round in 2011, eight
picks after Springer at 19th
overall.
Last but not least is Arizona
Diamondbacks shortstop Nick

Ahmed, who was another teammate of Springer and Barnes for
three seasons at UConn. He was
drafted in the second round of
the 2011 MLB Draft by the Atlanta Braves. While in the minors, he was traded to the Diamondbacks, and since breaking
into the majors in 2014, he has
cemented himself as one of the
top defensive shortstops in
baseball.
Ahmed has won two consecutive Gold Gloves and is in the
running for a third this season.
But he also had a solid offensive
season, hitting a career high
.266 in 57 games. He hit five
home runs, drove in 29 RBIs
and had an OPS of .729. Like
the Red Sox, the Diamondbacks
struggled mightily this season,
but Ahmed was one of the most
consistent players.
Other former Huskies who
have appeared in the majors
in the past but not this year
include Scott Oberg and John
Andreoli. Oberg has had a good
career as a relief pitcher for the
Colorado Rockies, but this season, he was forced to sit out due
to blood clots in his arm. He
recently underwent surgery to
treat that and looks to make a
comeback in 2021.
Andreoli played briefly in the
majors in 2018 with the Seattle
Mariners and the Baltimore
Orioles as an outfielder. This
season, he initially made the
Red Sox 60-player pool but was
released on Aug. 7. He will likely look to take a minor-league
deal in 2021 and make another
push for the majors.

Prancing into the groups
by Ashton Stansel
POSITION
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

The final groups have been
set. On Wednesday, the Unicorns of Love and LGD Gaming qualified for the Group
Stage after demolishing Papara
Supermassive and Legacy Esports, respectively.
It is the first time since Albus
Nox Luna’s successful Worlds
that an LCL team has made
it to the group stage and the
Unicorns did it in style. They
brought out creative drafts,
like a Vayne mid lane or Ziggs
bot lane. While SuperMassive
didn’t play poorly, especially in
Game 3, the Unicorns felt a step
above and managed to finally
qualify for the group stage.
They’ll be joining Group D,
which also has DRX, FlyQuest
and Top Esports.
The favorites in that group
have to be Top Esports and
DRX. Top was the best Chinese
team in the summer split, and
mid laner Knight may be the
best player at Worlds. DRX was
very much a back-and-forward
team in Summer, managing to
qualify after a miraculous 3-2
semifinals victory in Korea, but
has enough explosive power
in Chovy, their mid laner who
is also up for “best individual
player at Worlds,” to shine.

Group A consists of G2 Esports from Europe, who are
heavy favorites after their
recent international success
last year, Machi Esports from
the PCS, Suning from China
and Team Liquid from North
America. This group is one of
the only ones in which Team
Liquid has any chance; Machi
is not predicted to be exceptional and Suning isn’t the Best
Chinese team at the event, but
they and G2 are still favorites to
advance.
Group B, which is definitely
the so-called “group of death”
this year, has Damwon Gaming
from Korea, JD Gaming from
China, Rogue from Europe and
PSG Talon from the PCS. Talon
is a serious underdog; JD and
Damwon are both highly successful teams who have a very
good chance to make a deep run
in the playoffs. Damwon was
without doubt the best Korean
team this year; Gen.G and DRX
both looked several steps below
them. The No. 2 seed is likely
JDG, who played a good split
in China, but there is a little
wiggle room for another team
to squeeze something out.
Group C, which is very much
B’s opposite, contains Fnatic
from Europe, Gen.G from Korea, LDG Gaming from China
and TSM from North America.
This is perhaps the best draw

TSM could’ve asked for; Fnatic
had issues all split, Gen.G only
just qualified as Korea’s third
seed and LDG had a huge pile of
bad performances in the playins. In no way is TSM a favorite to make it out of this group.
Calling any North American
team a favorite would be disingenuous, but they could manage some upsets.
These groups are exciting
because most of them feel like
there is potential for underdog
teams to succeed. This Worlds
has already been full of underdog stories and surprises, and
the Unicorns are the one miracle that is left standing. Three of
the favored teams heading into
the play-ins survived, but one
didn’t. (Though with their subs
PSG probably didn’t really fit
the favored category anymore.)
The MAD Lions are going to
be watching these games from
a distance and in their shadow
are the Unicorns, who for the
first time in their team’s history
have made it.
This is as good of a result as
PSG or UOL could ask for, and
that takes some of the pressure
off. There is only space to grow
from here; both teams can only
do better than the very low expectations most fans are putting on them. When you can
only improve and there is no
room to fail, it is a lot easier to
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The League of Legends World Championship in 2013 held in Los
Angeles, California. Players will still compete in person this year
despite the pandemic. PHOTO BY CHRIS YUNKER/FLICKR

pull off underdog games. Every
game in these groups is a best of
one, and that makes them very
volatile. If you do one thing
wrong you will lose that game
and there is no game two to fix
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it in.
The Group Stage begins Saturday at 4 a.m. EST with a
game between FlyQuest and
Top Esports. And there, on that
stage, anything will be possible.
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